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Prenatal diagnosis of osteogenesis imperfecta by
identification of the concordant collagen 1 allele

Jennifer R Lynch, Donald Ogilvie, Linda Priestley, Carolyn Baigrie, Roger Smith, Peter Farndon,
Bryan Sykes

Abstract
Dominantly inherited osteogenesis imperfecta is
consistently linked to the two loci encoding the al
and a2 subunits of collagen 1, the predominant
bone collagen. We have performed several prenatal
diagnoses based on identification of the segregating
allele at the concordant locus in chorionic villus
samples both in families where the linkage can be
independently shown and in those where it cannot.
Especially in the latter category, calculation of the
final risk must incorporate an estimate of genetic
heterogeneity within the OI population to give a
prior probability of linkage. This figure can then be
modified for each family by additional information
from concordant meioses.

The osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) phenotype varies,
more or less continuously, from cases which die soon
after birth at one extreme to near normality at the
other. The phenotype results from mutations in either
of the two genes, COLlAl and COL1A2, encoding
collagen 1, which is an important structural protein in
bone. The severity seems to depend on which gene is
involved and on the nature of the mutation.' All
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unrelated cases result from separate mutational events
and almost always involve only one allele. Thus, most
cases are heterozygotes and the disease is inherited as
an autosomal dominant trait. The disease is sufficiently
severe for there to be a demand for prenatal diagnosis
from parents at risk of having an affected child.

Sillence et al2 divided OI into four categories (types
I to IV) based largely on phenotype. Type II is lethal
in the perinatal period.3 Type III is very severely
deforming and, although patients can survive into
their teens and beyond, they only rarely have
children.4 Types I and IV are less severe and almost
all pedigrees with affected members in more than one
generation are drawn from these two Silence groups.
As expected for a disadvantageous dominant trait,

the birth frequency in the population, of about 1 per
10 000 for all OI, is maintained by a high rate of new
mutation. This is probably the result of the vulner-
ability ofthe collagen gene/protein system to mutation.5
The disease can then be inherited as an autosomal
dominant trait with a 500/o risk to the offspring of an
affected parent. Not surprisingly, the disease in most
families is the result of a fresh mutation that has arisen
in the recent past.

Three techniques are currently available for prenatal
diagnosis. High resolution ultrasound scans at 16 to
18 weeks should pick up all type II fetuses and some
type III fetuses.6 Type IV and I fetuses are only very
rarely detected by ultrasound. Some progress has
been made in diagnosing 01 from analysis of the
collagen synthesised by cultured chorionic villus
fibroblasts.7 When the protein abnormality is
obvious, the technique can work well. However, more
often than not, the protein abnormality is less clear
cut, especially among the less severely affected fetuses
that are likely to escape detection by ultrasound.
The third method, which this paper addresses,

works by identification of the mutant collagen 1 allele
in the affected parent and then in the fetus.

Collagen 1 is composed of two different subunits
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encoded at the non-syntenic loci COLIAI (17q21.31-
22.15, al subunit) and COLIA2 (7q21.3-22.1, a2
subunit). Each collagen 1 molecule consists of two al
and one a2 subunits.

Segregation analysis in large dominant pedigrees of
the two loci has shown that the disease can be linked
to either gene.8'l Prenatal diagnosis based on identi-
fication of the concordant allele is straightforward
when the pedigree is sufficiently large for a high
positive lod score to be generated independently in
that family. However, in smaller families, which
make up the bulk of cases requesting prenatal

diagnosis, this is not possible and the probability that
the family is unlinked to either locus has to be
brought into the risk calculation. To provide an
estimate of the probability that a previously unstudied
family is linked, a collaborative study analysed the
segregation of both loci in 38 large families." No
families were found that were discordant at both
COLIAI and COLIA2, therefore providing no direct
evidence of any unlinked families within the study
set. Additionally, the data allowed 95% confidence
limits of the proportion of linked families in the 01
population to be set between 0-91 and 1-00.
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Figure Pedigrees and their COLIAI (upper) and COLIA2 (lower) genotypes. Where alleles are denoted by numbers they
comply with the system shown in table I . Alternative genotypes which could not be distinguished by referring to relatives are
separated by a slash. Where letters are used they refer to enzymelprobe systems infig 2. Genotype 'complex' is givenfor
subjects who are heterozygous for all markers at the locus and whose potential genotypes (1-8/2-7/3-6/4-5) could not be
distinguished. Genotypes in brackets are deduced.
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We have operated a prenatal diagnostic service for
dominantly inherited OI since December 1987. This
paper illustrates the methods and their limitations,
by using four pedigrees.

Patients and methods
Pedigree A (fig 1) is a large Icelandic family which
formed part of the large study referred to above."
The proband was typical of other affected family
members in being of normal height, with normal
sclerae and no deformity, but large numbers of
fractures, in her case over 50. The phenotype was
classified as 01 type IV according to the Sillence
system. The proband and her husband requested
prenatal diagnosis as a result of having been included
in the original linkage study.

Pedigree B (fig 1) is a small Sillence type IA family
from the UK. The proband, II.2, is not severely
affected, having had only 'several' long bone fractures
up to the age of 12 and only two or three since then.
He has blue sclerae, normal teeth, and progressive
mixed deafness which began in his thirties. However,
his older brother, I1.1, has had at least 60 fractures
and, partly because of the severity of the disease in his
brother, the proband and his wife decided against
having a family. Nevertheless, II.3 became pregnant
and, at 22 weeks, after she reported feeling that her
baby had broken a bone, a scan showed what
appeared to be a fracture of the right femur with the
fetus having immobile lower limbs. The pregnancy
was terminated. Histological examination of the bones
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showed columnisation of the enlarging chondrocytes
to be irregular and poorly organised. The fracture was
confirmed. The decision to have no further children
was reinforced. II.3 became pregnant once more and
was on the point of terminating this pregnancy
whatever the outcome when the possibility of prenatal
diagnosis became available. CVS and blood samples
from relatives were analysed simultaneously.

Pedigree C (fig 1) is a Sillence type IA nuclear
family from the UK with a mother and son with
normal stature, blue sclerae, and few fractures. The
parents decided against having further children unless
they could be certain of having an unaffected child.

Pedigree D (fig 1) is a large UK family. The
proband was 25 years old and his phenotype was
typical type IV with short stature and white sclerae.
He was born with fractures and had suffered more
than 50 since. He had moderately severely deformed
limbs and was dependent on a wheelchair though not
confined to it. He requested an investigation with a
view to prenatal diagnosis. He and his wife were not
prepared to have children unless prenatal diagnosis
was available to them.
Three dimorphic restriction site marker systems

were used at botlh COLIAI and COLIA2 (fig 2) to
distinguish alleles. Information from separate sites
was combined as haplotypes according to the numerical
notation shown in table 1.
The first stage of the diagnosis was to genotype all

the family members in order to identify the mutant
locus and allele. Next, informative dimorphisms were
tested in the chorionic villus sample.
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Figure 2 Enzymelprobe systems at COLlAJ and COLIA2. Additional information on each site including allele frequencies and
fragment sizes is published elsewhere. '
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Table I Haplotype notation. Combinations of separate
variants at both COLIAI and COLIA2 used to constrct the
numerical haplotypes in fig 1. Sites at each locus refer to the
restriction sites in fig 2.

Site

COLIAI A B C
COLIA2 A B D
Haplotype 1 + + +

2 + + _
3 + - +
4 + _ _
5 - + +
6 - + _
7 - - +
8 - _ _

Results
PEDIGREE A
The family study showed that COLIAI was discordant
but allele 2 at COLIA2 cosegregated with the disease
with a lod score of 7'7 at zero recombination distance.
With such a high positive lod score there was no need
to refer to any other data in order to assign COLIA2
allele 2 as the mutant. The genotype of the proband
(A+-B++C+-) and her husband (A++ C--)
meant that dimorphic system A (EcoRIxNJ3) was

fully informative. Only this system was used to
genotype the fetal DNA. We have performed three
prenatal diagnoses for this couple and the results are
shown in fig 3. Our predictions for pregnancies 1 and
3 were that the fetus was not affected and they
resulted in the birth of normal girls. Our prediction
for pregnancy 2 was that the fetus had inherited the
OI gene and the pregnancy was terminated. The
probability of linkage to allele 2 calculated from the
lod score in the proband was given as 0O9999. The

ikhl!

_ _W _ 140

,,,;. _ _ lo~~~~1-5

Figure 3 Bands at I4OOkb and 105kb are products
ofthe (-) and (+) alleles respectively at the polymorphic
site A in COLIA2 (EcoRIxNJ3). Control I is a known
heterozygote, control 2 is a (+ +) homozygote.

recombination fraction between the markers and the
mutation, presumably somewhere in the collagen
gene, was given as 00005. This figure, used for all
collagen 1 marker systems, was a conservative estimate
from an average value for the recombination fraction
of 0O01 cM per megabase adjusted for the 50 kb of
DNA which includes the genes and flanking regions.
There is no evidence of recombination 'hot spots' at
either locus.

PEDIGREE B
This pedigree is illustrated because it is typical of
those that are too small to derive an independent high
probability of linkage to either locus. Therefore, the
probability that the disease in this family is linked to
collagen 1 genes at all must be used in the risk
calculations. The large study referred to above"
showed no evidence of a third OI locus and estimated
that the proportion of linked families lay between 091
and 1O00 using a confidence limit of 95%. The most
likely value for the proportion of linked families
derived from the data is 0-98. The figure used in the
risk calculation was 0-95, lower than the most likely
value but higher than the lower limit of the 95%
confidence interval.
The second problem in this family was to identify

the mutant locus. The phenotype was fairly typical
Sillence IA and the large study had found that of the
21 Sillence IA families where the concordant locus
could be defined, 14 were linked to COLIAI and
seven to COLIA2. Though the chances were thus in
favour of linkage to COLIAl, it was obviously wrong
to assign the disease in this family on that basis alone.
The approach we adopted was to try to exclude one of
the loci by showing a recombinant. The probability
that the other, concordant, locus was the mutant
would then be equal to the prior probability that the
family was linked to one or other of the collagen 1
genes and taken to be 095. The final risk can then
incorporate the additional information provided by
meioses at the concordant locus using Bayes's formula.

Examination of the pedigree shows that at COLIA2
allele 3 has been inherited by all three children in
generation II although only the proband (II.2) and his
brother (I. 1) had inherited the OI phenotype.
COLIA2 could only be excluded as the mutant locus
if the apparently unaffected sib (II.4) had not
inherited the OI gene. He was very carefully examined
for signs of the disease and none was found. On this
basis, it was deduced that COLIAI was the mutant
locus and, further, that allele 2 at that locus was
segregating with the disease. The pedigree contained
three fully informative, non-recombinant meioses at
COLIAI and, obviously, no recombinants. This
conditional information was used to produce a final
risk of 0987 that the disease was linked to COLIAI
(table 2).
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Table 2 Calculations of the probability that families B and D
are linked to the non-discordant collagen I locus using Bayes's
formula.

Linked Not linked

Family B (COLlAI)
Prior probability 0 95 005
Conditional probability 1100 0-25
3 n-r, 0 r meioses
Joint probability 0-95 0-0125
Final probability 0-987 0-013

Family D (COLIA2)
Prior probability 0-95 0-05
Conditional probability 1 2 44x 10-4
z (0 00)=3 60
Joint probability 0-95 1[22x 10-'
Final probability 0-9999872 1-28xlO'

The COLlAl genotypes of the proband and his
wife made all meioses fully informative and the
COLlAl genotype of the fetus showed that it had
inherited the normal allele from the proband. There-
fore, the risk of its having inherited the OI gene was
reduced from 50% to 0 65%, this residual risk being
due to the chance that the disease in this family is not
linked to either collagen 1 locus. Informed of this
risk, the parents decided to continue with the
pregnancy and a normal child was born at term.

PEDIGREE C
The structure of family C precluded precise identi-
fication of the mutant locus because it contained only
a single meiosis. Evidently this event could not have
provided sufficient information to exclude either
locus. Even so, it might have been possible to identify
a normal allele at each locus in the proband as long as
the parental genotypes were completely informative,
in which case the one in four of future pregnancies
that inherited both these alleles would not have
inherited the 01 gene. The parents were so concerned
to have an unaffected child that they were prepared to
terminate three out of four of pregnancies knowing
that, of these, only one out of three was sure to be
affected, having inherited the same two alleles from
the proband as their affected child (I1.1). The
remaining two out of three carried only a 50% risk of
having inherited the same allele as the affected child at
only one locus.

In the event, the proband was homozygous for all
markers at COLIAI so even this exclusion prenatal
diagnosis was not possible.

PEDIGREE D
This three generation family was completely geno-
typed at both COLIAI and COLIA2 and the mutant
allele identified as COLIA2, allele 3 segregating with
a lod of 3-60 (0=0 00). Since this pedigree, unlike

pedigree A, was not used in the large study which
established the 095 risk figure for linkage, the
concordant meioses could legitimately be used as
conditional information to produce a final risk for
linkage to COLIA2 of 0-9999872 (table 2). Very
unfortunately, the only member of the pedigree to be
homozygous for all markers at COLIA2 was the
proband whose request for prenatal diagnosis had
initiated the segregation analysis. However, other
members of the family who are informative at the
mutant locus have requested prenatal diagnosis for
future pregnancies and will benefit from the complete
analysis of the pedigree even though, until other
informatives are found, the proband will not.

Discussion
These four pedigrees were chosen to illustrate some of
the features associated with prenatal diagnosis of OI
by identification of the mutant collagen 1 alleles. OI
differs from all other diseases for which prenatal
diagnosis is currently practised in that two loci are
consistently involved rather than only one. Though
some other disorders, notably thalassaemia and
haemophilia, are caused by mutations at a and
globin or factor VIII and factor IX loci, there is no
problem in deciding which is the mutant locus from
simple clinical observations or biochemical tests or
both. This is not yet the case in OI and though there
are correlations between some aspects of the pheno-
type and the mutant collagen 1 locus they are too
insecure to be used on their own for prenatal
diagnosis. 1"
The inability to decide in advance whether the

disease is linked to COLIAI or COLIA2 means that a
family study must be undertaken to find one or more
convincing recombinants at one of the loci and from
this infer that the concordant locus is the mutant.
Having identified the OI locus, the concordant allele
must be identified in the usual way. The practical
result of these preliminaries is that the family study
has usually to be more extensive than is the case for
other single locus diseases when it is only necessary to
test sufficient meioses to identify the mutant allele,
the mutant locus being known.

Pedigrees A and D are sufficiently large and
informative that the mutant locus is beyond dispute.
Even so, the couple requesting prenatal diagnosis
cannot always be helped if, as in pedigree D, the
affected family member is homozygous for all markers
at the mutant locus. They must wait for further
markers that can distinguish his alleles. Though no
use to him at present, other heterozygous family
members are now in the position to be offered
prenatal diagnosis thanks to the family study which
his request initiated.

In smaller pedigrees, the certainty with which the
mutant locus is identified diminishes as fewer meioses
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are available both to reveal recombinants at the
unlinked collagen 1 locus and to build up a high lod
score at its concordant partner. Under these circum-
stances, as in pedigree B, the risk calculation begins
with the prior probability that the family is linked to
either of the genes. This is derived from the estimate
of the proportion of 'collagen 1 linked' 01 families, as
opposed to 'collagen 1 unlinked' families, in the
population from which the family in question was
drawn. An international multicentre study of 38
families estimated this proportion as being between
0-91 and 1100 at 95% confidence with no direct
evidence of any unlinked families and a maximum
likelihood of 0'98." Inevitably the populations from
which these 38 families were drawn were very
different, so the study recommends a figure of 0-95
for the prior probability that a new dominant OI
family, of whatever Sillence type, is linked to one or
other of the collagen 1 genes.

Since identification of one collagen 1 locus as the
mutant depends on showing discordance at the other,
the recombinants used to do this assume a special
importance. It is therefore essential to be satisfied that
the phenotype and paternity/maternity information
used to identify a recombinant meiosis is correct,
otherwise there is a danger, especially in small
families, of a prenatal diagnosis being based on
identifying alleles at the wrong locus.

Additional informative meioses at the concordant
locus can then, and only then, be used as further
evidence infavouroflinkage. Once phase is established,
each fully informative, non-recombinant meiosis
reduces by one half the conditional probability that
the disease is not linked to the concordant locus. This
conditional probability is also equal to the inverse of
the odds ratio in favour of linkage and can therefore

be derived directly from the lod score where this is
more convenient.
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